Infor CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine): An Experienced ERP System
with Functionality Built for the Capital Equipment Industry
Could your company use one of the leading mid-market ERP systems AND the specific functionality
required by equipment manufacturers?
For years mid-sized manufacturers have had to choose between a robust, experienced ERP system and a
system with the industry-specific functionality that they needed. Infor CloudSuite Industrial ERP has a
new answer to this problem. CloudSuite Industrial, used by over 5,000 companies worldwide, contains
specializations specifically designed for equipment manufacturers. In addition, Decision Resources has
decades of experience implementing manufacturing systems for this industry.
1. Product Configurator
Infor’s Product Configuration tool is a
top-tier configurator product with
sophisticated, rules-based features. A
simpler features and options based
configurator is also built into CloudSuite
Industrial for companies with less
complicated requirements.
2. Sophisticated Project Management
CloudSuite Industrial’s project
management system handles multitiered projects and tasks. CloudSuite
Industrial’s built-in project features are
ideal for handling everything from
tracking receipt of customer specs to
managing internal R&D projects.

3. Shop Floor Automation
CloudSuite Industrial’s Factory Track
application can quickly automate shop
floor transactions of all types – while
giving you the flexibility to track only
the information that you need.
4. Service and Repair
CloudSuite Industrial’s service
application provides users with the
ability to track field service orders and
staff, manage depot repairs, and
schedule in-house maintenance as well.
Mobile applications allow technicians to
manage tasks from the road.

CloudSuite Industrial has been helping manufacturers move forward since the 1980’s, so the
functionality listed above is only part of the rich set of features in the system. CloudSuite Industrial
addresses everything from CRM and Estimating to Advanced Planning and Financial Management.
Combined with a Microsoft platform that provides a powerful workflow engine, seamless integration to
office applications, and online and mobile tools – we make sure users have the data they need, when
they need it.

